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Optical modulational instability in a nonlocal medium
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We report the first observation of modulational instability in nematic liquid crystals encompassing a nonlocal
behavior. The experimental results are quantitatively compared with the theory revealing the fundamental
features associated to a nonlocal nonlinearity.
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Plane-wave Fourier components of an arbitrary excitat
travel independently in a linear homogeneous mediu
When a nonlinear response has to be accounted for, coup
and, therefore, energy redistribution between such Fou
components takes place and is often referred to as mod
tional instability ~MI !. The nonlinearly induced coupling i
not spectrally flat but, depending on the specific process
configuration, yields maximum gain at and around a spa
frequency, i.e., a specific periodic modulation tends to p
vail on the others upon propagation. While the periodic p
turbation is usually extracted from noise, its amplification
carried out at the expense of a pump wave and can trig
some other nonlinear effects, among them is the formatio
several spatial solitons out of a broad-beam excitation.
the triggering mechanism of complex nonlinear behavio
MI has steered renewed interest in several areas of nonli
sciences, including solitons in discrete and dissipative me
@1#, matter waves in Bose-Einstein condensates~BEC! @2#,
and optical patterns in resonators@3#. While MI provides an
elegant approach to the generation of pulse trains in op
fibers@4#, and plays a key role in hydrodynamics and plas
physics@5–7#, in the optical spatial domain it was originall
explored with reference to Kerr media@8#, and has been
recently investigated in diverse materials@9–16#.

Following the original contribution by Litvak in plasma
@17# and the attention devoted to nonlocality@18# in photo-
refractive @19–21#, thermo-optic @22#, liquid crystalline
@23,24# media and in BEC@25,26#, optical MI in nonlocal
nonlinear systems~NL-MI ! has recently been the subject
theoretical investigations@27,28#. However, thus far no ex
perimental~quantitative! evidence of NL-MI has been re
ported in literature.

The simplest form of optical MI takes place via a loca
self-focusing, Kerr nonlinearity, i.e., where the optical inte
sity punctually~in time or in space! modifies the refractive
index distribution and, consequently, the wave propagat
In the spatial case, e.g., for spatially modulated continuo
wave beams, a local perturbation in refractive index can
dergo amplification at the expense of a pump beam, ren
ing plane waves unstable to long-wavelength sideb
modulations. If sufficient energy is available in the pum
there is no limitation to the spatial frequency that can
amplified. Conversely, if the medium is nonlocal, the optic
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intensity at a given location modifies the refractive distrib
tion in a finite-size region. For this reason NL-MI strong
differs from the local case, the most remarkable effect be
the spatial filtering of the amplified harmonics and, hen
the flattening and narrowing of the MI gain profile. In
nonlocal material, in fact, the frequency-domain coupli
due to the nonlinear response is accompanied by
physical-domain coupling due to the nonlocality, there
limiting the energy transfer from the pump to higher harmo
ics and resulting in an overall reduction of NL-MI effec
compared to Kerr MI.

In this paper, for the first time to the best of our know
edge, we report experimental evidence and quantitative m
surements of MI in a regime markedly defined by nonloc
ity. The experiments were carried out in a nematic liqu
crystal ~LC! cell, with the setup and the geometry sketch
in Fig. 1. A linearly polarized laser beam was injected into
planar-interface glass cell containing an undoped nem
LC. The LC was properly anchored and voltage biased
guarantee a preset orientation of its molecular director, w
the beam evolution could be monitored with an optical m
croscope and a camera imaging the out-of-plane scatt
light. An input glass interface, parallel toX, prevented the
occurrence of undesired depolarization effects. The alig
liquid crystal, anchored at the boundaries, behaves as a p
tive uniaxial withni5nẑ andn'5nx̂ . In the presence of an
external quasistatic~electric or magnetic! field or specific
anchorage at the interfaces, the refractive indexn(u) in the

FIG. 1. Experimental setup: a planar glass cell containing
undoped nematic LC with a preset orientation of its molecular
rector. A camera retrieves the scattered light from the top of the c
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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(X,Z) principal plane can exhibit a distributionû(X), with
n',n@ û(X)#,ni @29,30#. Given an optical beam excitatio
of envelopeA, linearly-polarized alongX and propagating
along Z, beingu(X,Y,Z)5 û(X)1@ û(X)/u0#C(X,Y,Z) the
angular distribution of the director, andu0 is the displace-
ment in the middle of the cell~i.e., near the beam axis!, if the
beam transverse size is well below the cell thicknessL and
vectorial effects can be neglected, at the first order inuAu2

andC the relevant equations can be cast as@31#

2ik0n]ZA1¹'
2 A1k0

2na
2 sin~2u0!CA50,

K¹2C2DeRFE2
sin~2u0!

2u0
~12g0!C1

e0na
2

4
sin~2u0!uAu2

50, ~1!

wherek0 is the vacuum wave number,na
25ni

22n'
2 the opti-

cal anisotropy,k25k0
2@n'

2 1na
2 sin(u0)

2#.
In Eq. ~1! g052u0 cos(2u0)/sin(2u0) quantifies the devia-

tion from the condition of maximum nonlinear response
u05p/4 ~e.g., g050 when u05p/4). In the experiments
the latter can be controlled by varying the applied volta
acrossL.

It is instructive to write Eq.~1! in a dimensionless form

by setting A5(Ac /a)a(R/RcAa,Z/aZc)exp(iZ/aZc), C

5(Cc /a)c(R/RcAa,Z/aZc) with Ac
25DeRF

2 E4/

2u0
2e0k0

2na
4K, Rc

252u0K/sin(2u0)DeRFE
2, Cc5DeRFE2/

2u0k0
2na

2K, andZc52kRc
2 , e5sin(2u0)DeE2/2u0k0

2n2K.
We then obtain

i
] a

]z
1¹'

2 a2a1ac50,

e

a

]2c

]z2
1¹'

2 c2a~12g0!c1
1

2
uau250, ~2!

with a real positive parameter, the role of which is addres
below.

We have recently shown that Eqs.~2!, in a wide range of
experimental conditions~when e>0), support stable self
trapped beams characteristic of ‘‘highly nonlocal media
@18,31# Here we discuss NL-MI, both theoretically and e
perimentally, in the one-dimensional case~i.e., for ]x50)
employing a configuration with an elongated~along y)
Gaussian beam input. Takinge50 and]x50, Eq.~2! reduce
to:

i ]za1]yya2a1ac50,

]yyc2a~12g0!c1
1

2
uau250. ~3!

In this context, a.0 identifies the plane-wave solutio
~sometime referred to as the ‘‘nonlinear eigenmode’’@15#!,
which is unstable with respect to sideband modulationsc
51, a5A2a(12g0) ~hereafterg0,1).
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The pertinent NL-MI belongs to the family of the ‘‘expo
nential response functions,’’ originally studied by Litvak@17#
and investigated in detail in Refs.@27,28#. A spatial harmonic
perturbation with transverse wave vectorky grows exponen-
tially along propagation, the related gain is given by exp(gz),
with

g~ky!5ukyuA 2a~12g0!

a~12g0!1ky
2

2ky
2. ~4!

The corresponding Kerr-like expression is readily o
tained in the limita→`: gK(ky)5ukyuA22ky

2. In fact, a
quantifies thedegree of nonlocalityand directly measures th
beam fluence. After simple inspection, Eq.~4! immediately
reveals that, in the nonlocal case, the high frequency gai
limited by the filtering due to spatial-domain coupling.

Using real-world~MKS! units, the NL-MI amplification is
given by exp@G(KY)Z#, with KY the harmonic wave numbe
in m21 and

G~KY!5
uKYuRc

Zc
AP

Pr

1

12g01~KYRc!
2

2~KYRc!
2.

~5!

Note that in Eq.~5! Rc andZc are reference lengths that on
depend on material parameters andu0, while Pr is a refer-
ence power. Since the power actually injected into the LC
undetermineda priori because of the complicated couplin
at the input interface of the cell,Pr can be used as a fitting
parameter.

For the sake of comparison, in the equivalent local m
dium the corresponding gain profile is

GK~KY!5
uKYuRc

Zc
AP

Pr
2~KYRc!

2. ~6!

Note that, in deriving expressions~5! and ~6!, we made the
standard hypothesis~as in the experiments! that a plane wave
is well approximated by a wide elliptical Gaussian beam
powerP.

In Fig. 2 we show the MI gain versus wave number a
the position of the most amplified spatial harmonicKm ver-
sus power~corresponding to the maximum ofG), comparing

FIG. 2. ~a! MI gain for a local Kerr~thick solid! and a nonlocal
LC medium withu05p/4 ~thin solid! and u05p/3 ~dashed!. ~b!
Maximally amplified spatial harmonic for a local Kerr~thick solid!
and nonlocal LC’s withu05p/4 ~thin solid! andu05p/3 ~dashed!.
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Kerr and nonlocal cases. For the former MI is much mo
pronounced, while for the latter the maximum gain is a
proximately independent of power at large fluences.
stress that the NL-MI features are only marginally affec
~within experimental errors! by the specific value ofu0. The
latter can be voltage adjusted with good accuracy aro
p/4, corresponding to the most pronounced nonlinear
sponse@30#.

In the experiments, we employed a wide~alongY) Gauss-
ian beam incident onto the LC cell from an Argon-ion las
operating cw atl5514.5 nm. The PVA-coated planar inte
faces anchored the LC director with a small tilt, as to prev
the formation of reorientational domains and disclinatio
~see Fig. 1!. The nematic LC was the commercial E7 mi
ture, characterized byK59310212 N, DeRF514.5e0 , n'

51.5, na50.9, being e0 the vacuum permittivity andE
5V/L, with V51.62 V the applied radio frequency voltag
andL575 mm. For such values,e>331026. The fluctua-
tions due to spatial noise seeded the NL-MI, and the co
sponding images in theY-Z plane were acquired with th
digital camera and, subsequently, numerically analyzed
processed.

Figure 3 shows the experimental evidence of NL-M
upon propagation and superimposed to the wide input be
a periodic pattern emerges and is progressively amplifi
The transverse intensity profile atZ5300 mm is reported for
two different input powers: the periodic modulation is app
ent and corresponds to a low-frequency MI gain as in Fig
It is worth underlining that we focus on the initial stage
beam propagation, where the modulational instability can
effectively treated using a perturbative approach and, he
according to the theory above.

In order to characterize quantitatively the NL-MI proces
from the digitally acquired data of the transverse bea
intensity profile~alongY), we calculated the square modu

FIG. 3. ~Top! Spatial intensity alongZ for P5352 mW. ~Bot-
tom! Intensity profiles vs Y for two different powers atZ
>300 mm.
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of the time-averaged~in order to filter out fluctuations! fast
fourier transform~FFT!, as reassembled in Fig. 4. The sid
band modulation growing in amplitude and visibility alon
the propagation coordinatez is apparent, and so is the ons
of NL-MI.

For two representative powers of 18 and 185 mW, resp
tively, Fig. 5 shows the details of the corresponding FFT’s
Z>100 mm. Subtracting from each spectrum the corr
sponding one obtained at low excitation~i.e., in the linear
regime!, we eliminated the background noise in order to b
ter emphasize shape and position of the NL-MI bandwid
Finally, via low-pass filtering, we could determine the po
tion of the maximally amplified harmonic, as displayed
Fig. 6 versus power. The data shown refer to two disti
values of Z, providing the sameKm ~within experimental
error! as predicted by the linearized MI analysis. Such p
cessed data were compared with calculations from Eq.~5!,
the only fitting parameter beingPr and assumingu05p/4
within reasonable approximation. Minimization of the sta

FIG. 4. Spectrum of the optical intensity vsZ, corresponding to
the top panel of Fig. 3~time-averaged FFT of camera snapshots!.

FIG. 5. FFT of intensity atZ>100 mm for two different powers
in the cell.
2-3
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dard deviation between calculations and experimental d
yieldedPr50.4 mW.

The mean error, defined a
A^u12(theoretical)/(measured)u2& with the average calcu
lated over power, is 4%. As expected, at high fluences~i.e.,

FIG. 6. Maximally amplified spatial harmonic vs powe
squares, experimental data atZ>100 mm; triangles, experimenta
data atZ>50 mm; solid line, fit from the theory.
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at powers above 200 mW! the linear theory of MI provides
less accurate estimates ofKm .

One can compare these results with the correspond
ones stemming from the Kerr expression for the gain. T
latter overestimatesKm by nearly two orders of magnitude
Only in a few instances a detailed relationship between
riodicity and beam fluence has been explored experiment
and compared with the theory~see, e.g., Refs.@14,15#!. By
usingPr in Eq. ~5!, the derived NL-MI gain in our sample is
more than two orders of magnitude greater than the MI g
evaluated by Schieket al. in the electronic parametric cas
@15#. This is in qualitative agreement with both the size
the reorientational nonlinearity in LC’s@29,30# and the role
played by the nonlocality.

In conclusion, we have characterized the phenomeno
transverse modulational instability in a highly nonlocal m
terial, namely, a nematic liquid crystal. The quantitati
comparison with theory confirms the existence of on
dimensional NL-MI and the distinctive role of nonlinea
nonlocality in a reorientational medium.

We are grateful to A. De Luca and C. Umeton~University
of Calabria, Italy! for providing the LC samples. C.C. ac
knowledges the Tronchetti Provera Foundation for a gen
ous grant. This work was supported by INFM~Advanced
Research Project ‘‘SPASONELIC’’!.
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